
Dear Karen and 	 12/29/76 

Great thatrary has a job and that between you you can do what J.  leaked. Let me know 
what if anything you need. If you do not have the books I presume the library does. 

I think I suggested code identifications on the cards. If not, ask. 

It occurs to me that if you can both work on it you may have time to type the finished 
job. this would further reduce FBI excuses in that they could have more than one person 
consulting the index if they could xerox it., 

The game codes could be used on the consolidated index when typed. 

Gradually I am acquiring many, many pages, at a rate of more than 500 a week. But 
the obliterations do make a problemi This can help reduce them and it can certainly 
reduce the frivolous, harassing obliterations. Not all. They even mask the name Ray. 

If you will not be able to type and rpoofread the cards onto 81/2 ill paper please 
let me know. If you can it would be better to send that first, holding the card back 
until I  have received the typed sheet. 

It is wonderful that when Retry did get a job it is one in which she can be helpful 
to people in need and generallfigaored people. 

Your experience of doing the kind of work you did under time pressures has probably 
taught you much. 

If I was not explicit enough in the earlier letter on what books we want the indexes 
carded from and how to identify each on the garde you make from memory I'll go aver it 
again. Gerold Fcank,s An American l'eath, preferably hardback but if not the Bantam 
paperback. we Bradford nine's Be Slew the Dreamer (Delacorte, no paperback).George MeOillan, 
The making of an Assassin, current, Little, Brown, hardback only. in Bishop, mycopy gone, 
I think The Day Aing Died, available both hard and paperback. 

I think I gace you 042 suggestions for cods identifications. Just so ikat they do not 
confuse with the initials of my books, abou will do. Either the initials of the authors or 
of the books. Clay Blairte in =indexed and is not alik worth indexing. 

Sake of the tapes and clips you sent assuming more importance. 

You are both wonderful. Thank, and my yon all have a good year, 

sincerely, 
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